MEASURES AND PRACTICES IN THE BANKING
INDUSTRY TO SUPPORT ECONOMIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
Extensive measures are taken by the competent authorities and institutions to minimize the
negative impact of the pandemic outbreak. Measures taken by the public authorities and the
banking industry to support economic activity are listed below.

GENERAL MEASURES
1

A new Active Ratio decision is in effect. This is the ratio of the banks’
loans, securities and Turkish Central Bank (TCMB) swap to TRY and F/X
deposits. Certain elements are multiplied with given factors and the
result is requested to be higher than a certain value.

2

Minimum credit card payment was decreased from 30 percent to 20
percent of the amount payable in the relevant period.

3

0 percent risk weight will be implemented in the calculation of
credit risk for F/X receivables of banks from the Turkish Central
Administration.

4

Principal and interest payments for consumer and vehicle loans granted
by banks/companies can be delayed on demand.

5

The 90-day delay time that caused credits to be classified as frozen
loans by banks can be implemented as 180 days for the credits
monitored in Group One and Two and the provisions to be reserved for
credits continuing to be classified in Group Two despite 90 days of delay
can continue being reserved in accordance with the banks’ own risk
models, which they use to calculate expected credit loss under TFRS 9.

6

The 30-day delay time foreseen by banks for classifying credits in
Group Two can be increased to 90 days for the credits monitored in
Group One and the provisions to be reserved for credits continuing to
be classified in Group One despite 30 days of delay will continue being
reserved in accordance with the banks’ own risk models, which they
use to calculate expected credit loss under TFRS 9.

7

The 90-day delay time can be implemented as 180 days for financing
and factoring companies and 240 days for leasing companies.

8

A certain flexibility was introduced to the liquidity ratios of banks during
the coronavirus pandemic.

9

Flexibility was provided to banks for meeting the maximum ratio
regarding the interest rate risk standard ratio caused by banking
accounts.

10

The limitation on TL purchases of banks from foreign residents was
decreased from 10 percent to 1 percent of shareholders’ equity.

11

A certain flexibility was introduced to delay the debts of the customers
whose cash flow is effected by the pandemic outbreak or the measures
taken to minimize its impact and support their finances where
necessary.

MEASURES TAKEN
BY THE BANKS
ϟ Primary, interest and installment payments of individual and corporate
clients were delayed with the same terms and conditions on demand.
ϟ The Credit Guarantee Fund by the Treasury can now be used more
extensively for loans granted to companies.
ϟ Use and volume of special loans like the Acceleration Package was
increased.
ϟ Special loan packages were introduced for a number of industries including
textile, construction and automotive.
ϟ Limits of overdraft accounts and credit cards were increased to use for
emergencies on demand.
ϟ Transactions on mobile, internet and ATM are now free of charge.
ϟ Daily withdraw limits from ATMs were increased.
ϟ The limits of corporate credit cards and the Direct Loan System were
increased to support the operating capital requirements.
ϟ The companies were provided with long-term loans and a limit increase at
an amount equal to the monthly personnel costs to support employment.
ϟ Credit limits were increased and additional loans were provided for
payment of cheques drawn by the banks.
ϟ Cash management limits were increased and installments were improved
to help companies with their legal liabilities including tax and social security
payments.
ϟ Clients who are temporarily in default were provided with restructuring and
delayed payment opportunities.
ϟ In short-term loans, the assurance time of 2 years and the required time of
exports were increased.
ϟ The insurance coverage terms were increased free of charge.

12

Members of the Risk Center were requested to add a “force majeure”
note in the credit ratings of natural and legal persons which are in
default due to the curfew practices.

13

Exporters were provided with stock financing support to maintain the
capacity utilization rate during the temporary slowdown in exports.

14

The Credit Guarantee Fund limit was increased from TRY 25 billion to
TRY 50 billion as an additional support to SMEs in need of cash and
assurance.

15

Rediscount primary and interest payments were delayed with longer
due dates.

16

The credit ratio for residences with a value of less than TRY 500
thousand was increased and the minimum down payment was
reduced.

17

Within the scope of the Economic Stability Package, TRY 20 billion
additional resources were provided for TL rediscount loans with
assurance from the Credit Guarantee Fund.

18

In regards to gold purchase transactions greater than or equal to 100
g per day by natural or legal persons, decision was taken to transfer
the amount to the account of the concerned person and/or make it
available with an effective term of one business day.

19

Decision was taken put a limit of 0.5% of the most recent legal equities
calculated by banks, on the sum of the TRY placements, TRY deposits,
TRY repos and TRY credits provided by banks to non-resident financial
institutions including to their partnerships that are foreign credit
institutions and financial institutions subject to consolidation and their
foreign branches.

20

The tax withholding ratio on commercial papers has been increased
from 10 percent to 15 percent for natural persons.

21

Due to potential short-term decreases in security prices, flexibility was
provided until 31/12/2020 for the fair value calculations of financial
guarantees, which are required to be made once every 6 months as a
minimum. Decision was taken to consider the fair values determined on
31/12/2019 as valid in the valuation of financial guarantees.

22

The notice period of 5 business days was increased to 20 business
days in article 29/1 of the Export Circular for credit export account
notifications to be made to Tax Office Directorates or Tax Office
Administrations.

MEASURES TAKEN BY THE BANKS
ASSOIATION OF TURKEY
ϟ Regarding the clients whose income-expenditure balance was effected by
the pandemic outbreak or the measures taken to minimize its impact, who
cannot repay loans in due time despite the intention to pay; the financial
situation, debts - receivables and payment status of each of them was
carefully analyzed and the following are recommended in mutual good
faith;
● based on the resources and credit limits, loan demands of companies,
SMEs and individuals should be swiftly evaluated and met,
● credit access and terms should be improved,
● credit channels should be maintained,
● a certain flexibility should be introduced in terms of due dates,
installments and assurances,
● restructuring requests should be swiftly met.
ϟ Clients detected to have been negatively effected by the outbreak should be
reported to the Risk Center for a better assessment.
ϟ Cheque Payment Support Credit: To ensure efficiency of the measures
taken within the scope of the “Economic Stability Package”, loans are
provided within limits to be set by banks for SMEs and other companies
for withdrawal of cheques which are or will be drawn in relation to their
commercial activities. The loans are supported by the Credit Guarantee
Fund (KGF).
ϟ “Economic Stability Package Credit Support” was launched to help
SMEs and other corporate clients with their operating capital needs. KGF
assurance supported by the Treasury was provided to support the clients
with assurance for loans. The interest rate will be 9.5% for 12 months, with
3 months delay for primary and interest payment.
ϟ Banks were recommended to remind their branches in provinces where
curfew is imposed, to use alternative channels rather than the branches
for all banking transactions and actions, or delay the actions of clients until
April 27, 2020 and May 20, 2020.

ϟ Credit packages were announced for financing new or second-hand house
purchases, meeting financing needs for furniture, electronics, white-goods,
home textiles, dowry or bicycles purchases and purchase of new personal
vehicles (including motorcycles) or commercial vehicles from contracted
companies performing local production.

ϟ The Banks Association of Turkey Risk Center Board has taken a decision
that the notifications to be made by members on April 24, 2020 and May
18 regarding the transactions in the provinces with curfew, will be made
one week later and that the curfew should be notified in the force majeure
notifications of customers who failed to make their payments on such
dates.

ϟ Credit opportunities with favorable conditions were provided under
the Economic Stability Shield Program to ensure that TOBB Member
businesses can sustain their commercial activities and continue their
current employments.

ϟ Detailed risk information was shared based on the decision of the Banks
Association of Turkey Risk Center Board for the purpose of supporting
the effective and accurate evaluation of credit applications by the Credit
Guarantee Fund, which is a member of the Risk Center.
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